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Humans engaged in monotonous tasks are susceptible to occa-
sional errors that may lead to serious consequences, but little is
known about brain activity patterns preceding errors. Using func-
tional MRI and applying independent component analysis fol-
lowed by deconvolution of hemodynamic responses, we studied
error preceding brain activity on a trial-by-trial basis. We found a
set of brain regions in which the temporal evolution of activation
predicted performance errors. These maladaptive brain activity
changes started to evolve 30 sec before the error. In particular, a
coincident decrease of deactivation in default mode regions of the
brain, together with a decline of activation in regions associated
with maintaining task effort, raised the probability of future
errors. Our findings provide insights into the brain network dy-
namics preceding human performance errors and suggest that
monitoring of the identified precursor states may help in avoiding
human errors in critical real-world situations.
deconvolution  performance monitoring  default mode  frontal lobe
Human behavior may be strongly determined by the ongoingintrinsic dynamics of regional brain networks (1–3). Al-
though it is conceivable that patterns of brain activity preceding
action execution are causally responsible for the behavioral
outcome, previous research of human performance monitoring
typically focused on brain activity evoked by and occurring after
behavioral errors and the ensuing adaptive compensatory mech-
anisms (4–6). It is not known yet how far ahead in time the state
of cortical brain networks impacts on behavioral performance;
some EEG and functional MRI (fMRI) evidence exists suggest-
ing that activity in the preceding trial foreshadows subsequent
errors but not earlier than that (7–10). The present study
investigated this question by means of a single-trial analysis of
event-related independent components (IC) in fMRI data
during a visual task requiring rapid responses.
We analyzed patterns of evoked brain activity across trials that
preceded erroneous behavior and may thus be instrumental in
causing errors. Errors in this simple repetitive forced-choice task
in a controlled setting may principally have two mutually non-
exclusive causes: One source of errors consists simply of random
failures to implement the correct behavior, which may be
generated by momentary fluctuations in neural activity during
stimulus processing and response selection in a given trial (1, 11).
Although it is possible to make predictions about adaptive
behavior in trials succeeding an error, it would be largely
impossible in this condition to anticipate future errors from
current brain states. Another possibility is that a proportion of
errors may be caused by a systematic maladjustment in cognitive
control systems that develops more slowly over time, and which
thus affords a prediction about future behavior, in particular the
likelihood of an erroneous response from analyzing trends in the
history of activity across trials.
Models of cognitive control propose a performance-
monitoring system involving the posterior medial frontal cortex
(pMFC). This system tracks unfavorable outcomes and signals
the need for appropriate behavioral adjustments (4, 6), which are
thought to be initiated by enhancing and updating context and
rule representations, thereby optimizing goal-directed behavior
(12, 13). Notably, this performance-monitoring system signals
the need for adjustment, which is required in response after
errors and feedback and, more generally, whenever action
outcome is at risk, for example, during response conflict (4).
Maladjustment within cognitive control processes could build up
gradually over a longer period and may be expressed as a decline
of task-related attention and effort (14) and/or failure to
suppress neural activity that interferes with performance.
An important source of activity that may interfere with
behavioral performance is the so-called default mode network
(DMN), a set of regions in the brain encompassing the precu-
neus, retrosplenial cortex, and anterior medial frontal cortex,
which show increased metabolism during passive resting condi-
tions (15, 16). These regions show correlated spontaneous
fluctuations of hemodynamic activity among each other during
relaxed wakefulness (17), that persist in sleep (18) and sedation
(19). Also, anticorrelations between the DMN and regions
relevant in diverse cognitive operations have been observed with
functional connectivity analysis of fMRI data (2, 20, 21). The
DMN is consistently extracted with other data-driven analysis
techniques such as independent component analysis (ICA) of
fMRI data recorded during relaxed resting (22), discrete sensory
stimulation (23), continuous natural stimulation (24), and task
performance (25). Additionally, the DMN has been linked to
features in resting-state (26, 27) and event-related EEG (28).
The range of functions that might involve the DMN and its
interaction with other networks remains to be explored (29–31).
For our inquiry, it is important that, whereas DMN activity is
typically suspended in the presence of cognitive tasks, parts of it
are less deactivated to commission errors (10), and similarly
reduced deactivation is found in stimulus-evoked hemodynamic
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responses during momentary lapses of attention, as defined by a
slow response-time criterion in a visual attention task (11).
Reduced activation in anterior cingulate and right prefrontal
regions during the immediate prestimulus period has been
associated with subsequent lapses (11), suggesting an antago-
nistic relationship between the DMN and areas controlling
attention that is relevant for the outcome of goal-directed
behavior.
Although Weissman et al. (11) focused primarily on the
correlation between reaction time and activity patterns, the
current analysis explores whether activity patterns that precede
overt behavior foreshadow the outcome accuracy in some sys-
tematic way. We therefore assessed the relationship between
errors in behavioral performance and the amplitude modulation
of hemodynamic responses in error-preceding trials. In partic-
ular, we addressed the question how far ahead in time the state
of brain networks impacts on behavioral accuracy. Such an
analysis can provide important knowledge about the function-
ality of performance monitoring and causes of behavioral errors
based on activity trends before the response and also yields
measures that may aid in monitoring the likelihood of errors in
real-world situations before a response is made.
In the flanker task we used [supporting information (SI) Fig.
S1], errors are usually based on premature responses issued
before stimulus analysis is completed (32). On incompatible
trials, response conflict arises because the salient but distracting
flankers and the target arrow drive two competing response
tendencies. Errors occur if the flanker-induced response ten-
dency is executed while the target-induced response tendency is
still evolving (13). Performing correctly on trials involving high
response conflict is cognitively demanding and engages a broad
task-related network of brain regions, in particular the pMFC
and lateral frontal, premotor, and anterior insular cortices and
the intraparietal sulcus (12, 33, 34). Although functionally
separable, these regions are overlapping with the proposed
dorsal top-down attentional system (35), which has been re-
ported to be anticorrelated to the DMN (21).
Here, we report on a set of brain regions in which activation
patterns anticipate the accuracy of behavioral performance at
least 6 sec ahead in time. To extract error-preceding activity, we
analyzed data from participants who performed a speeded visual
f lanker task while blood oxygenation level-dependent response
(BOLD) fMRI data were collected. In this task, participants had
to respond to briefly presented arrows as quickly as possible.
Trials consisted of either response-compatible or -incompatible
flanker arrows inducing low- and high-response conflict, respec-
tively. Performance errors and timing feedback resulted in
behavioral adjustments such as speed/accuracy tradeoff. We
have previously demonstrated the role of the pMFC in moni-
toring errors and influencing subsequent response time adjust-
ments using an EEG-informed fMRI analysis of these data (36).
Here, we focus on the identification of fMRI signals that
systematically predict errors. This is challenging, because it is
usually not possible to specify a model regarding the actual
timing and modulation of the underlying precursor signals and
adequate parameters of the associated hemodynamic response
function (HRF). Therefore, we used a data-driven approach and
decomposed the fMRI data with spatial ICA (37, 38). After ICA,
we deconvolved HRFs from the timecourses of individual event-
related components (ICs) to recover individually and regionally
specific empirical estimates of the HRF (39, 40) and used these
subsequently for estimation of single-trial responses. Thereby,
we effectively removed the effect of hemodynamic convolution
and recovered the trial-by-trial amplitude modulation of event-
related responses (Fig. 2). With this analysis, four ICs were
identified that reliably reflected brain activity modulated by task
conditions and that collectively predicted errors (Fig. 1 and
Table S1). In this set of brain regions, the temporal evolution of
hemodynamic activation-predicted performance errors at least 6
sec ahead in time, with linear trends starting as early as 30 sec
before an erroneous response. A coincident decrease of deac-
tivation in regions of the DMN, together with a decline of
activation in frontal regions associated with resource allocation
and maintaining task effort, raised the probability of future
errors.
Results
Behavioral Data. Participants made errors on 0.58% (SEM 0.16)
of compatible and 17.23% (SEM 2.17) of incompatible trials
(significant difference; t12 7.75; P  0.001). Hit reaction times
were 380.8 ms (SEM 7.9) for compatible and 445.0 ms (SEM 8.1)
for incompatible trials (significant difference; t12 21.26; P 
0.001). The individually adjusted response deadline (mean, 475.7
ms; SEM 17.7) was missed in 9.46% (SEM1.8) of compatible and
in 27.69% (SEM 3.50) of incompatible trials. Error reaction
times for incompatible trials (308.2 ms; SEM 9.8) were signifi-
cantly shorter than for incompatible correct trials (t12 4.41; P
0.001). An illustration of the response-time distributions for
compatible, incompatible, error, and feedback trials is provided
in Fig. S2. Sequences around error and feedback trials are shown
in Fig. S3.
fMRI Data. IC 1 represented a pattern of activation in the pMFC
encompassing the rostral cingulate zone and presupplementary
motor area (pre-SMA), with additional activation in the dorsal
premotor cortex, the right inferior frontal junction, and the
anterior insula (Ins) bilaterally (Fig. 1a). These regions are
commonly observed in performance monitoring, including re-
sponse conflict, errors, feedback, and subsequent adjustments
(4). The associated HRF (Fig. 1b) displayed a positive peak at 4
sec poststimulus, followed by an undershoot at 9 sec and a
subsequent return to baseline. Importantly, IC 1 was differen-
tially activated in task processing (F5,60 6.18; P  0.001) and
showed the largest raw data amplitudes to feedback (t12 11.42;
P  0.001) and error trials (t12 9.89; P  0.001), consistent with
its role in performance monitoring. When the variability asso-
ciated with the main effects of this component was removed, no
significant amplitude modulation preceding or succeeding error
trials remained.
IC 2 encompassed left-dominant sensorimotor activity in
pre/postcentral gyri and SMA (Fig. 1d), which is consistent with
the finding that bimanual motor tasks show stronger involvement
of the dominant hemisphere in right-handed individuals (41).
The HRF had a peak latency at 4 sec without discernible
undershoot (Fig. 1e). Strongest activation was seen in response
to fast incompatible correct responses (t12 12.20; P  0.001),
together with an overall difference between the means (F5,60
4.16, P  0.003). Interestingly, activity in IC 2 approached a
significant reduction in the immediate error-preceding trial T1
(t12  2.07, P  0.06) (Fig. 1f ).
IC 3 was composed of two regions, the orbital part of the right
inferior frontal gyrus, posterior orbital gyrus (orbitofrontal
cortex, OFC), extending into the adjacent inferior anterior
insula, and the superior pMFC (pre-SMA, BA 8m) (Fig. 1g). The
associated HRF peaked at 6 sec and displayed a sustained
undershoot from 9 to 16 sec (Fig. 1h). The component shows a
significant, although weaker, difference between the condition
means (F5,60 2.40, P 0.05) and, as in IC 2, the largest activation
was seen to fast incompatible correct responses (t12 9.46; P 
0.001). Before errors, the activity of IC 3 at T1 was significantly
reduced (t122.64, P 0.02) and linearly decreased from T6
through T1 (t122.37, P 0.04) (Fig. 1i). Similar brain areas
have been found activated previously during the flanker task (33,
34) and under conditions of increased motivation and effort in
a memory task (42). IC 3 shows remarkable overlap with the
network suggested to underlie ‘‘stable maintenance of task mode
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and strategy’’ found in a functional connectivity analysis (43).
Based on animal studies, it has been suggested that both theOFC
and pMFC code the cost and benefit of actions in terms of
reward delay (OFC) and effort (pMFC) (6, 44, 45). Accordingly,
the network reflected in IC 3 appears to be involved in evaluating
task-related costs and maintaining effort. This is consistent with
the observation that the activity of IC 3 was largest for fast
responses on incompatible stimuli, the most demanding condi-
tion (Fig. S4). A reduction of task-related activity in these areas
may reflect a decrease in mental effort invested for solving the
task.
IC 4 represented a larger solitary region of event-related
deactivation in the inferior portion of the precuneus, adjacent
PCC, and retrosplenial cortex, extending into the cuneus (Fig.
1j). This component expressed a biphasic initially negative HRF
with a peak at 7 sec and a subsequent overshoot at 15 sec (Fig.
1k). The shape of the HRF found for IC 4 closely resembles the
signal time course reported for theDMNbyWeissman et al. (11).
The location and negative hemodynamic responses identify this
region as part of the DMN (16). This component also showed a
differential modulation of activity by trial categories (F5,60 4.21,
P  0.002), and the largest deactivations were seen to be
incompatible correct trials, which was slightly more consistent
for fast (t12 11.03; P  0.001) than slow (t12 9.21; P  0.001)
response times. This finding fits well with the observation that
the hemodynamic signal is decreased in the DMN during cog-
nitively demanding tasks (25), which has been linked to de-
creased metabolic activity (46). A linear trend of reduced
deactivation of IC 4 preceded errors from trial T6 through T1
(t12  2.42, P  0.03) and reached a significant difference from
zero mean at the trial preceding the error T1 (t12  2.39, P 
0.03). This result implies that task-irrelevant default mode brain
activity gradually reduces deactivation before errors occur (Fig.
1l). Our analysis extracted another component in the frontal
medial wall with areas that belong to the DMN (IC 8, Fig. S5).
This IC yielded a negative event-related HRF as well but, unlike
IC4, was not characterized by a differential modulation of
activity related to conflict, response time, feedback, and errors,
such that we did not consider it further.
The Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates of
activation foci for all four ICs are summarized in Table S1, and
the overall pattern of activations to different trial categories is
shown in Fig. S4.
Correlation analysis revealed that the ICs showed a number of
interrelations among each other, in particular between IC 1 and
2 (z  0.29  0.04, t  7.88, P  0.001) and between IC 3 and
4 (z  0.20  0.04, t  4.69, P  0.001), with weaker correlation
coefficients between other pairs (Table S2).
The error frequency in upcoming trials following a sequence
(T6.-1) in which the average preerror trends were present (Fig.
1 c, f, i, and l), i.e., increased activity in IC 1 and 4 and decreased
activity in IC 2 and 3 was associated with a significant relative
increase in error rate by 47.9% (Table S3).
Fig. 1. Component maps, hemodynamic responses, and functional modulation. a, d, g, and j show the activation maps of the four ICs rendered onto the MNI
template at representative transverse (Left), coronal (Center), and sagittal (Right) slices, coordinates in millimeters are given at the top-right corners. The maps
are shown in neurological convention (left hemisphere is on the left). IC areas were considered significant when exceeding a cluster extent of at least 27
contiguous voxels, and at 1% false-positive discovery rate, thresholds are given below each IC map. Activations are plotted in red, deactivations in blue. b, c, e,
f, h, i, k, and l display the HRFs within the respective ICs as estimated via deconvolution from 1 to 20 sec after stimulus onset, in arbitrary units. The group average
from the 13 participants is plotted as a solid line; error bars indicate1 SEM, and dots represent all individual estimates. The empirical HRFs were used to estimate
single-trial amplitudes in the fMRI data to assess systematic preerror activity, here group averaged (1 SEM) trial sequences from6 to2 around response errors
are shown (c, f, i, and l). These plots represent the residual data after removal of variability accounted for by response conflict, feedback, stimulus sequence, and
response times.









The present results demonstrate that variability of performance
accuracy is partly determined by the activity levels of event-
related regional fMRI responses at least 6 sec before an erro-
neous response. Two of the four identified ICs revealed linear
trends evolved 30 sec before the actual error occurred. This
suggests that a relevant proportion of errors stems from both a
decrease in task-related brain activity related to engagement in
the task and a simultaneous relative increase in DMN activity.
In other words, the concurrent gradual change in activity of IC
3 and 4 suggests that participants shift their brain activity from
effortful motivated involvement in the task toward amental state
more similar to resting conditions. On trials immediately pre-
ceding errors, even sensorimotor activity was reduced, which
probably reflects a lowered motor threshold. It is tempting to
conclude that increasing disengagement from task-related brain
activity causes errors. Indeed, the coherent linear trends in IC 3
and 4 suggest that maladaptive changes in brain states eventually
leading to task errors may start much earlier than previously
thought. However, committing and detecting the error seems to
lead to reengagement in the task by reducing task-irrelevant
brain activity (IC 4) and enhancing activity in the areas associ-
ated with effort in cognitive tasks (IC 3), which is compatible
with previous research (4).
A similar reengagement in the task can be observed after
feedback presented on trials with prolonged reaction times (Fig.
S6). The monitoring system reflected in IC 1 showed an increase
in activity in these trials, which is consistent with previous studies
implicating the pMFC in monitoring of errors, conflict, and
feedback (4, 13, 33). Subsequent to timing feedback, activity of
the DMN (IC 4) decreased significantly. A concomitant activity
increase of IC 3 was also found but failed to reach statistical
significance. In sum, feedback activating the performance mon-
itoring system seems to result in a similar ‘‘reset’’ of brain activity
patterns as errors.
The exploration of interactions between ongoing and event-
related brain activity provides important clues about the dynam-
ics and adaptability of cognitive processes (29, 47, 48). We argue
that the slow trends preceding errors in the present task stem
from maladaptive changes of ongoing activity in response to
external stimulation and task demand that modulate the ampli-
tude of BOLD responses. However, given the length of these
trends, it could be argued they were caused by task-unrelated
spontaneous oscillations, particularly in the low-frequency range
0.1 Hz (1–3, 49), which have been linked to 1/f variability in
behavioral measures. Although our data showed a 1/f pattern in
the IC spectra (Fig. S7) and inverse correlations between the
power at the frequency of low-frequency oscillations and BOLD,
neither the occurrence of errors nor the modulation of response
times followed a 1/f distribution or was correlated to the IC
spectra. Moreover, a wavelet decomposition of the IC time-
courses did not reveal a clear relationship of error occurrence
and low-frequency oscillations, i.e., no accumulation of errors at
very high or low coefficient amplitude, or corresponding phase
relationships, i.e., many errors at peaks/troughs. These results
and the ‘‘reset’’ of activity after alerting events such as errors and
feedback speak in favor of the notion that the observed dynamics
in brain activity patterns preceding errors reflect sequences of
adaptive and maladaptive changes rather than spontaneous
fluctuations.
Our findings extend EEG studies reporting a reduced medial
frontal negativity time locked to correct responses on trials
immediately preceding errors (7–9). A recent fMRI study using
a stop-signal paradigm showed increased activity in the DMN on
the trial before errors of commission (10). Moreover, the
contingent negative variation (CNV) reflecting the preparatory
action in a prefrontal–extrastriate network has been found to be
reduced from 100 ms before the actual error (14). The CNV
and the response-locked negativity on correct responses are
assumed to be at least partly generated in the pre-SMA, which
is part of IC 3. Our analyses identified this and additional brain
regions and also specified the temporal evolution of brain states
that may be instrumental in causing erroneous behavior.
Previous EEG and neuroimaging studies did not find evidence
for error-predicting activity changes more than one trial ahead
in time. Our findings, however, suggest that brain activity
changes gradually, presumably in an attempt to economize task
performance, toward an error-prone pattern. Whenever the
performance monitoring system encounters an event indicating
a performance problem, such as an overt error or a timing
feedback on late responses, this gradual development is inter-
rupted, and the activity pattern is reset to a state supporting the
recruitment of cognitive control.
In conclusion, the current work demonstrates that brain
activity patterns can be used to predict erroneous behavior for
many seconds ahead in time, making it unlikely that errors solely
result from momentary fluctuations in brain activity. Rather, a
relevant proportion of action slips seems to result from mal-
adaptive mechanisms of cognitive control. In routinely executed
repetitive tasks, we can assume that the tendency to economize
task performance leads to an inappropriate reduction of effort,
thus causing errors. In the future, it may be of great value to
monitor these brain states in real-world situations with appro-
priate devices that could be used outside the laboratory. This
may help to avoid human errors, particularly during monotonous
tasks in which gradual disengagement is difficult to avoid.
Materials and Methods
We analyzed data from 13 healthy right-handed participants (22–29 years,
eight female) who performed a speeded flanker task while fMRI data were
recorded. Written informed consent was obtained from each participant
before the start of the experiment according to the declaration of Helsinki.
Details about the flanker task and relevant behavioral effects are provided in
Figs. S1–S3.
Image Acquisition. Imaging was performed at 3 T on a Siemens Trio system
equipped with the standard bird cage head coil. Twenty-two functional slices
were obtained parallel to the anterior commissure–posterior commissure line
(thickness, 4 mm; interslice gap, 1 mm) using a gradient-echo echo planar
imaging (EPI) sequence with an echo time of 30 ms, a flip angle of 90°, a
repetition time of 2,000 ms, and an acquisition time of 1,500 ms. The fMRI
matrix acquired was 64  64 with a field of view of 19.2 cm, resulting in an
in-plane resolution of 3  3 mm2. A total of 1,309 volumes were acquired.
Before the functional runs, anatomical modified driven equilibrium Fourier
transform, and EPI-T1 slices in the plane with functional images were col-
lected. The average intertrial interval amounted to 6 sec, and trial onsets were
jittered 1.5 sec relative to volume acquisition to improve temporal sampling
of the BOLD response.
Preprocessing. All images were realigned to the first image in the time series
to correct for head movement and then normalized to the MNI reference
space using SPM2 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Normalized data were resliced
to a cubic voxel size of 2 mm3 and smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with 8 mm
FWHM.
ICA. We used the rationale for group ICA proposed by Calhoun et al. (38, 50)
implemented in the GIFT toolbox (http://icatb.sourceforge.net) and extended
it with deconvolution and single-trial estimation. For clarity, we provide a
detailed description of the group ICA model in SI Text, complementing the
graphical illustration in Fig. 2. Group ICA requires that all subjects are analyzed
at once, and principal component analysis (PCA) was used for compression to
allow the datasets to be processed together (50). In the PCA step, data from
each subject were reduced from the number of time points within the exper-
iment (n  1,306) to 52 dimensions. We adjusted the number of dimensions
that were estimated in this study heuristically to accommodate extraction of
the maximum number of components that was computationally feasible and
yield a high replicability of ICs across runs while consistently separating
sources representing artifacts and known components of interest (22). In our
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experience, the exact choice of the number of components does not critically
affect the results as long as this number is not smaller than the true dimension.
Spatial ICA was then performed by using the infomax algorithm (51), with
subsequent back reconstruction into single subjects. The resulting output is an
independent component map and an associated IC timecourse for every
component and subject, which were subjected to random effects analyses.
Replicable ICs were inspected to identify and discard those primarily associ-
ated with artifacts colocalizing with gray matter (e.g., motion, flow, suscep-
tibility; see Fig. 2 map-based criteria). From the remaining ICs, only those with
significant random-effects t statistics of their maps, adjusted for multiple
comparisons at 1% false-positive discovery rate and cluster extent of at least
27 contiguous voxels were considered further. For these ICs, the individual
timecourses were filtered with a 72-sec high-pass fifth-order Butterworth
digital filter, averaged across replications and normalized to unit variance.
Deconvolution. The event-related HRF for the ICs was then deconvolved by
forming the convolution matrix of the stimulus onsets with an assumed kernel
length of 20 sec and multiplying the pseudoinverse of this matrix with the IC
timecourse. Single-trial estimation was performed only in ICs where consistent
event-related HRFs were present, i.e., where yielding a mono-/biphasic form
with a peak latency between 3 and 12 sec in all subjects. Single-trial response
amplitudes were then recovered by fitting a design matrix (X) containing
separate predictors for the onset times of each trial convolved with the
estimated HRF onto the IC timecourse, estimating the scaling coefficients ()
in the multiple linear regression model y  X   using least squares.
Single-trial  estimates were subsequently entered into within-subjects one-
sample t tests, and only those with significant (P0.001) differences from zero
magnitude in all participants were considered further.
Inference.The last step in component selection was to identify the functionally
relevant ICs. First, we modeled the respective single-trial weights of each
subject with multiple linear regression including predictors coding for the trial
type (compatible, incompatible), trial sequence (same, different), outcome
(correct, error), timing feedback (‘‘speed up,’’ absent), response times, and the
trial-to-trial changes of response times. Correspondingly, we tested for any
significant difference between the component mean responses to the differ-
ent trial categories by entering averaged weights for compatible and incom-
patible correct trials divided into fast and slow responses (mean split), feed-
back, and errors into an ANOVA with repeated measures. The subset of ICs
reported here showed significant event-related responses in general; consis-
tent effects related to response conflict, accuracy, and feedback; and differ-
ences between the conditions (Fig. S4).
Four additional ICs localizing to the visual system, the dorsal and ventral
attentional system (35), and the anterior part of the DMN, respectively,
showed robust event-related HRFs but did not appear significantly modulated
by the current task and were thus not considered further for error precursor
activity (Fig. S5).
In the selected components, we removed the variability associated with the
aforementioned predictors with multiple regression and used the residual
data to check for the presence of error-preceding activity. This was done by
Fig. 2. Schematic of the group ICA analysis with deconvolution and single trial estimation. In the group ICA model, we assume that the fMRI is a linear mixture
of spatially independent sources. The mixing of sources is represented by A and yields the ideal samples of brain activity up(vp) and the signals recorded with
functional magnetic resonance imaging (B). Transformations (T) during preprocessing change the sampling properties. For each individual, the preprocessed data
were reduced to F via PCA. Group data are generated by concatenating individual principal components in G. Spatial ICA was performed in this set, estimating
aggregate components (C). Individual maps and timecourses were then back-reconstructed and inspected to identify and discard those associated with artifacts.
From the remaining ICs, only those with significant maps were considered further. Then, the HRF was deconvolved by forming the convolution matrix of the
stimulus onsets and multiplying the pseudoinverse with the IC timecourse. Single-trial estimation was done by fitting a design matrix (X) containing predictors
for the onset times of each trial convolved with the estimated HRF onto the IC timecourse (y), estimating the scaling coefficients () of the regression model y
X  . See SI Text for further detail.








generating averages from the residuals for sequences from six trials before to
three trials after error responses, that is, from 30 to 40 sec preceding the
event to 15–20 sec after it. The individual sequences were then entered into
pointwise one-sample t tests under the assumption of zero magnitude. IC 3
and 4 were additionally tested for a linear trend expanding from trial position
T6 through T1 preceding an error using linear regression. Individual -
estimates were entered into one-sample t tests, and effects were considered
significant at P  0.05.
Additionally, we assessed the connectivity among all four components by
computing pairwise correlation coefficients between the single-trial esti-
mates in each participant and subjected the coefficients to one-sample t tests
after Fisher transformation. Results are reported in Table S2.
To estimate the predictive value of the four identified ICs for future
behavior, we computed the change in error frequency relative to the base rate
(absolute error rate 8.7%) for current trials (T0) using a linear fit across the
residual activities of the four ICs in the sequence of the preceding five trials
(T6 to T1) for all single-trial sequences pooled across all participants. Based
on a mean split of the beta weights of the linear fit in the four ICs, we
generated 16 nonoverlapping classes of trials for which we computed the
error frequency at T0 and the proportion of feedback trials, Compatible trials
and average residual response time (after removal of categorical effects from
the raw response times) at T1 to control for these possible confounds. Results
are reported in Table S3.
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